THE PALEY CENTER FOR MEDIA TO SCREEN 2018 WORLD CUP MATCHES

Live Broadcast Courtesy of Telemundo and FOX Sports

Admission is Free and Open to the Public

June 12, 2018, New York, NY – The Paley Center for Media today announced that it will screen select matches from the 2018 World Cup during the months of June and July at its New York location. Telemundo and FOX Sports will provide the live broadcast of the matches which will be shown on the big screen in the Frank A. Bennack, Jr. Theater.

“Every four years the world unites for the drama and excitement that comes from the World Cup,” said Maureen J. Reidy, the Paley Center’s President & CEO. “The Paley Center is thrilled to provide soccer fans with the opportunity to view these matches on the big screen, and we wish to thank Telemundo and FOX Sports for their generosity in providing the broadcast of these matches.”

The screenings are free and open to the public, with preferred seating provided for Paley Center Members. For further details and to learn of the many benefits of Paley Center Membership, please visit paleycenter.org.

Schedule:

Group Play:

Thursday, June 14
11:00 am -- Russia vs Saudi Arabia – opening match with broadcast provided by FOX Sports

Friday, June 15
2:00 pm – Portugal vs Spain – broadcast provided by Telemundo, in Spanish

Saturday, June 16
9:00 am – Argentina vs Iceland – broadcast provided by Telemundo, in Spanish
Noon – Peru vs Denmark – broadcast provided by Telemundo, in Spanish
3:00 pm – Croatia vs Nigeria – broadcast provided by FOX Sports

Sunday, June 17
11:00 am – Germany vs Mexico – broadcast provided by Telemundo, in Spanish
2:00 pm – Brazil vs Switzerland – broadcast provided by FOX Sports

Wednesday, June 20
8:00 am – Portugal vs Morocco – broadcast provided by FOX Sports
11:00 am – Uruguay vs Saudi Arabia – broadcast provided by Telemundo, in Spanish
2:00 pm – IR Iran vs Spain – broadcast provided by Telemundo, in Spanish

Thursday, June 21
11:00 am – France vs Peru – broadcast provided by Telemundo, in Spanish
2:00 pm – Argentina vs Croatia – broadcast provided by Telemundo, in Spanish

Friday, June 22
8:00 am – Brazil vs Costa Rica – broadcast provided by Telemundo, in Spanish
2:00 pm – Serbia vs Switzerland – broadcast provided by FOX Sports

Saturday, June 23
11:00 am – Korea Republic vs Mexico – broadcast provided by Telemundo, in Spanish
2:00 pm – Germany vs Sweden – broadcast provided by FOX Sports

**Sunday, June 24**
8:00 am – England vs Panama – broadcast provided by Telemundo, in Spanish
11:00 am – Japan vs Senegal – broadcast provided by FOX Sports
2:00 pm – Poland vs Colombia – broadcast provided by Telemundo, in Spanish

**Tuesday, June 26**
2:00 pm – Nigeria vs Argentina – broadcast provided by Telemundo, in Spanish

**Wednesday, June 27**
10:00 am – Korea Republic vs Germany – broadcast provided by FOX Sports
2:00 pm – Serbia vs Brazil – broadcast provided by FOX Sports

**Thursday, June 28**
2:00 pm – England vs Belgium – broadcast provided by FOX Sports

**Round of 16:**

**Saturday, June 30**
10:00 am – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced
2:00 pm – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced

**Sunday, July 1**
10:00 am – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced
2:00 pm – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced

**Monday, July 2**
10:00 am – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced
2:00 pm – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced

**Tuesday, July 3**
10:00 am – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced
2:00 pm – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced

**Quarterfinals**

**Friday, July 6**
10:00 am – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced
2:00 pm – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced

**Saturday, July 7**
10:00 am – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced
2:00 pm – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced

**Semifinals:**

**Tuesday, July 10**
2:00 pm – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced

**Wednesday, July 11**
2:00 pm – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced

**Final:**

**Sunday, July 15**
11:00 am – Teams and broadcast provider to be announced

**Media Contact:** Teresa Brady, The Paley Center for Media, 212-621-6697, tbrady@paleycenter.org

# # #

**About The Paley Center for Media**
The Paley Center for Media, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization with locations in New York and Los Angeles, leads the discussion about the cultural, creative, and social significance of television, radio, and emerging platforms. Drawing upon its curatorial expertise, an international collection, and close relationships with the leaders of the media community, the Paley Center examines the intersections between media and society. The general public can access the Paley Center’s permanent media collection, which contains over 160,000 television and radio programs and advertisements, and participate in programs that explore and celebrate the creativity, the innovations, the personalities, and the leaders who are shaping media. Through the global programs of its Media Council and International Council, the Paley Center also serves as a neutral setting where media professionals can engage in discussion and debate about the evolving media landscape. Previously known as The Museum of Television & Radio, the Paley Center was founded in 1975 by William S. Paley, a pioneering innovator in the industry. For more information, please visit paleycenter.org.